Quiz 18 Bank Holiday Bumper Quiz
ROUND 1 - GEOGRAPHY
1. In which country do you find the Angel Falls?
2. Where would you find Poets’ Corner?
3. Mount Kilimanjaro is in which African country?
4. In which county is the seaside town of Cromer?
5. What is the largest Lake in the world?
ROUND 2 - SCIENCE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which gas makes up over 90% of natural gas?
What is the chemical symbol for gold?
What is the biggest planet in our solar system?
Copper is named after which island in the Mediterranean?
What do the letters AC stand for in electrical appliances?

ROUND 3 - NATURE and NATURAL WORLD
1.What is the collective noun for a group of chickens?
2. Can you name the tallest tree in the world and where would you find it?
3.The special type of blue-green lightening that clings to the wing tips of most aircraft
is known as what?
4. What is the most common bird in the world?
5. A snail can sleep for up to 3 years, true or false?
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ROUND 4 - MUSIC
1. Who was the top selling violinist who received the classic Brit Awards in 2012 for
his album the Waltz goes on?
2. At the Grammy’s in January 2020, who became the youngest solo artist of all
time to win Album of the Year?
3. What links Bob Marley, Bruce Springsteen, Amy Winehouse and Michael Buble?
4. Who was the first female artist to achieve a UK number one with a self- written
song?
5. The Toreador song comes from which famous opera?

ROUND 5 - HISTORY
1.Which native American, who died 400 years ago, was captured by English settlers
and married an English tobacco planter and moved to England with him?
2.The Potsdam Conference took place at the end of which war?
3.Can you name the last woman to be hanged in the UK? What crime did she
commit?
4.Which US President came up with the 1930 ‘New Deal’ recovery plan?
5. The first computer to have stored memory was developed in 1948 in which UK
University City and what was it called?

ROUND 6 - FOOD and DRINK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

From which type of flower does a vanilla pod come?
What type of food is a Pumpernickel?
Grenadine is obtained from which fruit?
Which popular sauce is named after a state and a river in Mexico?
Which city has more Michelin star restaurants than any other in the world? Tokyo,
Paris, New York or London?
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ROUND 7 - ART AND LITERATURE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In his Self portraits, Van Gogh has what colour beard?
What fruit appears in the nursery rhyme I had a little nut tree?
What is the name of the inhabitants in the first place Gulliver visited?
Who wrote the series of well known children’s books Swallows and Amazons ?
In which English town did Adolf Hitler study Art?

ROUND 8 - MOVIES
1. Which British actress won the Best Actress awards at the Oscars in 2019?
2. Which movie features an iconic dance between Uma Thurman and John
Travolta?
3. Emma Thompson made the nation cry in Love Actually – she thought her
husband had bought her a necklace, but instead she received an album by which
artist?
4. What is the name of the second James Bond Film?
5. Who befriends Elliot in a 1982 film ?
ROUND 9 - SPORT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Since 1977 where has the snooker’s world championship taken place?
Which chess piece can only move diagonally?
What is the object that hockey players send across the ice called?
What player was the first to win five straight Wimbledon tennis titles?
What do the letters TT stand for at The Isle of Mann races?
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